
potential benefit of ‘cocktails’of com-
binations of drugs,

� a heftymark-up for ‘risk’ adds signifi-
cantly to thepriceof the finalproduct,
and

� doctors cannot use the product to
good effect because the research to
show how it compares with similar
drugsandwhobenefitsmosthasoften
not been done.

“But youcan’t blame thepharmaceutical
industry for doing their job, which is to
maximise profits for shareholders,” says
Norton. “The problem is the rest of soci-
ety is not taking responsibility for curing
cancer.By shifting theburdenentirely to
corporations, we have got what we
deserve.”

What we have got is a system that
takes up to 15 years (see p18) and costs
more than $800million1 to deliver a sin-
gle new drug tomarket.

With such sumsand time-scales, it is
understandable that drugs companies
avoid takingagambleonhighly innovative
treatments. It is also hard to see how

Personalised cancer therapies:
why we may never reach
the promised land
� Anna Wagstaff

Ifsociety continues to cede responsi-
bility for developingnewgenerations
of drugs entirely to theprivate sector,

there is a seriousdanger that thepotential
ofmodernmedical science to tackle dis-
eases like cancer will never be realised.
The wonderful possibilities new tech-
nologies offer for knowledge-based drug
development – investigating the biologi-
calmechanismsof cancer, exploringways
of intervening in thosemechanisms and
learning to identifywhichpatients require
which combinations of therapies – will
remainuntapped.Atbest,wewill remain
in the situationwearenow,with a steady
trickle of expensive new drugs entering
themarket, oftenaimedat similar targets,
withhardlyanyof the informationdoctors
need to use them effectively.

This is the message Larry Norton,
breast cancer specialist, formerpresident
ofASCOandmember of thePresident’s
Cancer Panel under President Clinton,
brought to theCancerWorldmedia forum
in Rome last October. It was delivered
with the sense of urgency of a doctor

who knows that the answers he needs to
treat his patients correctly are within
reach if only the research is done.
Detectable toowas a slightlyweary sense
of frustration of someonewho, for years,
has used his public status to make the
case for greater public support for devel-
oping effective cancer therapies, and is
disappointed by the lack of response.

If it is public response he is after,
Nortonmightdobetter topoint the finger
of blame at the pharmaceutical industry
– a popular target. Indeed he does not
gainsay the many charges commonly
levelled against it:
� drugscompaniesoften set their sights

low, seeking to add minor benefit to
existing drug concepts rather than
trying something really innovative

� many are averse to the paradigm of
personalised medicine because it
reduces the size of the market for
each drug they develop

� their competitive structure leads to
theduplicationofmuch researchand
hindersurgent investigations into the
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New technologies offer wonderful possibilities for cancer patients. But the development of

personalised therapies is being squeezed between the priorities of industry and a regulatory

system that offers poor value for money. Is there a champion to clear a route to this

revolution in treatment?



developing personalised therapies for
small subsets of patients caneverbeeco-
nomically viable under such a system.

There are many who share Norton’s
concerns. In anarticlepublished in2004
inNature Drug Discovery,Mike Rawlins
wrote, “It increasingly seems that [the
hopes of personalisedmedicine]will not
be realized without dramatic changes in
the way that new medicines are discov-
ered and developed. The cost of drug
development is so great that medicines
are in danger of becoming unaffordable
for either manufacturers to develop or
consumers to purchase.”

As Rawlins is chairman of NICE,
the UK body that advises government

and health commissioners on the cost-
effectiveness of new medicines, his
opinion counts. IndeedNICEhas ruled
against reimbursing the cost of many of
the latest cancer drugs for patients in
EnglandandWales, includingcetuximab
(Erbitux) and bevacizumab (Avastin).

Four years on, however, there is little
evidence of the dramatic changes for
whichRawlins was calling.

SHIFT THE BURDEN OF RISK
Theproblem is that thenewknowledge-
based drug development is far more
time-consuming and costly than the

try-it-and-see ‘black box’ model of the
past. Yet the risk of failure seems much
the same – the paradigm still holds that
from 10,000 molecules screened, only
250enter preclinical trials, 10enter clin-
ical trials and only 1 reaches themarket.

Nortonbelieves that investing signif-
icantly more public funding in the very
early part of the drug development
processwould dramatically cut the costs
to industry and encourage greater inno-
vation. The public sector would accept
moreof the risk in this critical stage–dis-
covering targets, developing ‘lead’ com-
pounds that can be shown to have the
desired biological effect, and looking at
drugsderived fromthese leadcompounds
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“By shifting the burden entirely to corporations,

we have got what we deserve”



“Drug companies are often doing the exact same

basic research, but not sharing the data”

that preserve their activity withmanage-
able toxicity.

Drug companies could then dowhat
they do best: turning promising com-
pounds intomarketablemedicines–alter-
ing molecules so the drug is more
effective,more stable, easier to adminis-
ter and suitable for large-scalemanufac-
ture, taking it through the regulatory
hurdles, and determining optimal
dose/schedule and the disease setting it
worksbest in. “That’swhere competition
should start among corporations – at a
much higher level than it does now.”

Shiftingmore early research into the
public setting, adds Norton, could also
reduce duplication. “One of the things
that makes drugs expensive is that drug
companies areoftendoing theexact same
basic research,butnot sharing thedataor
even sharing the fact that this research is
going on.Once you start to divulge infor-
mation about your research, it becomes
no longerprofitable todosecret research.”

For thosewhoare sceptical about this
public funding approach, Norton points
to the electronics industry “where most
fundamental research in terms of semi-
conductors andcomputerdevelopment is
happeningpubliclyand is sharedbyevery-
body and thecompetition starts after you
have the transistors. Who can build the
better computer?That is one reasonwhy
wearemaking somanyadvances incom-
puter science, because the competition
starts at amuch higher level than it does
in drug development.”

Norton is calling for funding for this
veryearly stageofdrugdevelopment tobe
doubledor trebled. “Only around10%of
meritorious grants currently get funded,
andwhat you see is adramatic shift away
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from innovation towardsmuchmorepre-
dictable research. It didn’t used to be
thatway. Formany years itwas 20%, and
if you get into the range of 30% of meri-
torious grants being funded, that’s when
you get to see exciting science.”

REDUCE THE REGULATORY BURDEN
Rawlins agrees that increasing academic
involvement in the early stage of drug
discovery will result in greater innova-
tion.However, he believes that themain
cost problem lies in a regulatory system
that imposes a huge economic burden
and takes almost no account of thebarri-
ers this erects to thedevelopment of new
therapies.Hewants to focus attentionon
cutting costs at the stages of preclinical
safety tests and clinical trials, which,
according theBostonConsultingGroup,
account for around10%and30%respec-
tively of the cost of developing a drug.

Rawlins is a pharmacologist, who
spent 12 years as vice-chair and chair of
theUKCommitteeon theSafetyofMed-
icines before taking over the chair at
NICE.He recognises andwelcomes the
contribution that drug regulation has
made to protecting society from a repeat
of the thalidomide disaster and from
drugs that are ineffective or manufac-
tured to apoor quality.Buthe also recog-
nises that patient groups with rarer
diseases – which will also include ‘sub-
groups’ ofmore commoncancers –pay a
heavy price for this protection, because
the added cost burden makes it uneco-
nomical todevelopdrugs that couldben-
efit them. That price, says Rawlins, is
not taken into account by the bodies
responsible for drug regulation.

In his 2004 Nature Drug Discovery

article, he calls for “a full analysis and
assessmentof themassofdataheld in the
vaults of US and EU drug regulatory
authorities,” to establish whether these
studiesaddsufficientknowledge to justify
the added time and expense. “There
needs tobe a rigorous examinationof the
‘rituals’ associated with drug develop-
ment.Every step in thedrugdevelopment
pathway should be tested against two
separatecriteria: is thereaclear evidence-
base to support the continuing inclusion
of themeasure in the requirementsof reg-
ulatory authorities? and does each regu-
latory requirementoffer value formoney?”

Preclinical safety studies can takeup
to three years and involve four types of
investigation:
� the pharmacalogical screen (explor-

ing potential effects of the drug on
biological processes other than those
intended)

� pharmacokinetic investigations of
the drug in the species to be used for
formal toxicology testing

� acute- and repeat-dose toxicology
studies

� special toxicity testing such as muta-
genicity, carcinogenicity and repro-
ductive toxicity tests.

Rawlins raises a number of questions
about theevidencebase formanyof these
studies (see box). He queries, in partic-
ular, the value of conducting in vivo car-
cinogenicity studies on compounds that
have tested negative in short-term muta-
genicity studies, arguing that this either
results in findings irrelevant to humans or
reveals a tumour type that could be pre-
dicted from the compound’s pharmaco-
logical properties. “If it doesn’t damage
DNA in vitro, but produces cancers in



evaluation for marketing approval, says
Rawlins, the time taken to conduct clin-
ical trials could be cut dramatically.

“We need to say what we really want
to happen, and then develop regulatory
processesaround it,”Rawlinscommented
toCancerWorld. “Atpresent,wedophase
I studies, then ponder the results. Then
wego to the regulatory authorities andask
todo aphase II,which takes another two
years, and we ponder the results. We
thengoback to the regulators andask for
a phase III. We should move almost
seamlessly from phase I to phase II to
phase III.

“Why not have real-time regulation
saying, for instance, ‘Wewant to carry on
thecomparator groupandwewill carryon
themid-dose group andwewill drop the
high-dose and the low-dose group
because the low dose doesn’t work well,
and thehighdose is too toxic, andwenow
want to include more patients for the
phase III.’ Weneed that sort of approach.
Thenwecouldconcertina thecurrent six
or seven years – we could halve it, or at
least reduce it by one-third. Even if you
can reduce the time it takes, that itself
saves a lot ofmoney, because of the time
companies are spending money and not
getting any return.”

EMEA, however, is resisting using
these types of statistical approaches as a
basis formarket approval.After a two-year
consultation,EMEApublished inMarch
2007a report, InnovativeDrugDevelop-
ment Processes, making it clear that
‘Bayesian’methodologydoeshaveaplace
in drug development, but only for
“hypothesis generating in earlier phases”
and “the assessment of futility”.With the
possible exceptionofdrugs for small pop-
ulations, where an adequately powered

“We need to say what we really want to happen,

and then develop regulatory processes around it”
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The pharmacalogical screen
� How strong is its predictive power?
� What is the basis for the safety margins used?

Repeat-dose toxicology studies
� To what extent are current regulatory requirements based on biological

plausibility, rather than formal evidence?
� To what extent does ‘target organ’ toxicity, as identified in experimental

animals, reflect likely toxicity in humans?What are the predictive powers?
� What is the real predictive power of repeat-dose studies lasting more than

three months?
� What is the evidence base for the ‘safety margins’ assumed by toxicologists?

Special toxicity testing
� What is the evidence base for conducting in vivo carcinogenicity studies on

compounds that have tested negative in short-termmutagenicity studies?
Source:Rawlins (2004),Cutting the cost of drug development?Nature Drug Discovery 3:360–364

Preclinical Testing:
DOES THEEVIDENCE JUSTIFY THE EXPENSE?

animals, then the company toxicologists
spend the next two or three years working
out themechanismof toxicology in the ani-
mals, showing that it wouldn’t happen in a
human being, so the whole study was a
waste of time,” he commented toCancer
World.

Rawlins accepts that the evidence
base for the regulatory requirements for
clinical trials is a lot stronger, but given
that trials can takemore than sevenyears
to complete and account for a third of
drugdevelopment costs, hebelieves that
there is still apublic interest case to inves-
tigate cheaper and quicker alternatives.

The current regulatory requirements
are based on randomised, controlled,
blinded, parallel-groupclinical trials.But

the methodology of drug development
has changed dramatically since these
requirements were drawn up. Today, the
skill lies ina seamlessprocessof gathering
information about the drug and its bio-
logical effects in a variety of patients, dis-
ease settings, doses and schedules, from
preclinical studiesonwards, adaptingeach
stage of the trial protocol according to
the information gained from previous
stages.

A variety of statisticalmethodological
approaches – sequential, adaptive, deci-
sion-basedand risk-baseddesigns, aswell
asBayesian techniques–havebeendevel-
oped to guide this process of scientific
exploration. If thesecouldbe shown tobe
sufficiently reliable toprovide thebasis for
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It takes up to 15 years to get a new drug to market. Drugs intended for
relatively small groups of patients tend to take longer than average,
because it takes time to recruit sufficient volunteers to the clinical

trials – this has implications for personalised ther-
apies, which are targeted at subgroups. Drugs that
are truly innovative will take longer than adaptations
of existing compounds. Drugs that are to be used

as adjuvant or preventive treatments also
take longer, because the regulators

require stronger data on safety where the drug is to be used in
patients who may have no clinically evident disease. According to a
report by the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development (2007),
in the period from the early 1990s to mid-2000s, only 8% of cancer
drugs entering clinical trials won marketing approval in the US
(compared to an average success rate for all drugs of 20%). As
a general rule of thumb, for every new cancer drug that
passes the finishing post, 10,000 compounds will have
been screened, 250 will have entered preclinical trials,
and 10 will have entered clinical trials.

The long road to getting a new drug to market

2-3 YEARS 2-3 YEARS 3-7 YEARS 1.5 YEARS

DRUG
DISCOVERY

PRECLINICAL
TESTING

CLINICAL TRIALS EMEA

Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV

Cell lines Laboratory and animal

studies

20-80 patient

volunteers

100–300 patient

volunteers

1000–3000 patient

volunteers

General patient

population

Identify, prioritise and

validate target.

Select lead compound

(compound believed to

have potential to treat

disease).

Does it reach

the target?

Does it have

a biological effect?

Is it safe?

Can it be

manufactured to

a reliable quality –

purity, stability,

shelf-life?

What is the

maximum tolerated

dose of the drug?

How does the body

handle the drug?

Are there any acute

side-effects?

How effective is the

drug in different

cancers, used at the

maximum tolerated

dose? (Reject

ineffective drugs

at this stage.)

What is the

optimal dose?

What side-effects?

Generate statistically

significant data on

efficacy and safety

as the basis for

applying for

marketing approval.

Review

process

and

approval.

Surveillance to

keep a check

on evidence

of serious

side-effects.

Study new uses,
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long-term effects
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how to use the new drugs to greatest
effect.Companiesdonotneed to answer
questions about which patients need
what combinations of which therapies
to get market approval for a new drug or
to extend the indication for an existing
one. Since the lion’s share of funding for
trials comes from the industry, industry
can dictate the agenda. “It’s the golden
rule,” says Norton, “The one with the
goldmakes the rule.”

He says that the industry does not
address the key questions that doctors
want answered. “Weare seeing anexplo-
sion of clinical trials that are company
supported, andaredesigned to show that
thedrughas somemerit, butnotdesigned
to try to influence in aproductiveway the
standard of care.”

These trials may, for instance, test a
new drugA against existing drugs B and
C, but not against the drug currently
deemedtobe themostappropriate for the
relevant patient group, which is drugD.

“Wecall it a ‘strawman’approach.We
see dozens and dozens of trials like that,
whicharecreatingenormousconfusion in
my field, as important controls are being
left out because they arenotnecessary to
gaining regulatory approval. This is a
tremendous dilemma for the practising
cancerdoctor.Weare in apositionwhere
we have to make decisions about the
treatment of patients where we don’t
know the answer. The thing that bothers
memost is thatwe know the answerwill
neverbe found,becauseweknowthat the
researchneeded to answer that question
will never be done.”

In fact,Norton is concerned that clin-
ical trials are coming under increasing
commercial pressure. In March 2007,

phase III trial would be impossible, full
phase III trials will continue to be com-
pulsory, to “provide stand-alone confir-
matory evidence of efficacy and safety”.

Rawlinswould like to see an interna-
tional initiative to subject thewhole issue
to a ‘value-for-money’ analysis, based on
retrospective reanalysis of a selection of
past clinical trials, to see whether the
approval decision would have come out
any differently had a Bayesian approach
beenused. “It’s perfectly feasible. Itmight
cost a fewmillion, and take two or three
years, but that’s nothing in the great
scheme of things.”

Hebelieves the initiativewould have
to come from a European level, in con-
junction with the US, and he has raised
the general issue with the European
Commission. He senses, however, that
the Commission is reluctant to get
involved in amajor overhaul of the regu-
latory system, “because the next time a
Vioxx happens – and it will happen –
they would take the blame.” (Merck’s
anti-inflammatory drug, Vioxx, had to be
withdrawn fromthemarket in2004after
it was found to increase the risk of heart
attack and stroke.)

Butdoingnothing to address the cost
burdenof regulationmaykill off hopes of
developing effective new personalised
therapies. “If we do not work towards
this goal,wewill fail futurepatients, their
families and society as a whole.”

REGAIN CONTROL
OF CLINICAL TRIALS
Cost is not the only threat to developing
effectivepersonalised therapies.Perhaps
the greater fear forNorton andhis fellow
oncologists is that theywill never findout

he co-authored with Martine Piccart,
Aron Goldhirsch and others, a Com-
mentary inNatureentitled “Keeping faith
with trial volunteers”. They pointed to a
growing trend for pharmaceutical com-
panies to recruit academic investigators to
conduct adjuvant trials inwhich thedata
will becontrolledby thecompanyoutside
the framework of a research cooperative
group or a network of academic centres.

Theauthorswarnedof thedangers of
allowing companies to control the
research agenda in this way.

“First, if a trial is focused on answer-
ing a purely commercial question, vital
opportunities to answer other important
questions related to the care of patients
and to biological understanding may be
lost. Second, trial designcanbedistorted
by commercial interest, for example,
requiring an arbitrary duration of treat-
ment, rather than focusingon theoptimal
treatment duration for patient benefit.
We note an increasing tendency, espe-
cially in pharmaceutically controlled
trials, towithdrawfundingorcease follow-
up studies after commercial endpoints
have been satisfied...

“Data control entirely within a com-
mercial organization may enhance the
temptation to delay or suppress unwel-
come findings. For example, large trials
designed todefine a subset of thepatient
population thatbenefitmost froma treat-
ment can run counter to the interests of
a drug companywishing tomaximize the
number of potential patients for a new
treatment. In such cases, control of data
by thedrug companywouldnot be in the
best interests of patients.”

Returning tohis earlier point,Norton
emphasises that the pharmaceutical
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“Those in charge of our public health cannot expect

to get something for nothing”



industrycannot shoulder all theblamefor
this state of affairs. It is just another con-
sequenceofhaving shifted theburdenof
curing cancer entirely to corporations.
He warns that a more equal partnership
between the pharmaceutical trial spon-
sors and academic investigatorswill only
happen if substantially more public
money ismade available.

AN EQUAL PARTNERSHIP
The industry itself is talking increasingly
in terms of public–private partnership.
The escalating cost of healthcare is
prompting many European countries –
and even the US – to look at ways of
introducing some form of cost-benefit
approach to reimbursement. Industry
knows thatwhatNICEhasdone in refus-
ing reimbursement for many of its latest
offerings, or at least severely restricting
their use, is likely to spread. The compa-
nies have two options. They can work
with academic researchers to demon-
strate that their drugs really do represent
value formoneyor accept thatdeveloping
these drugs will become economically
unviable. The pharmaceutical industry
would prefer the former.

Most drugs companies now say they
arekeen towork inpartnershipwithpub-
lic health bodies to address the question
of ‘value in use’. Cynics may question
their sincerity.Theypoint to the failureof
companies to carry out research todefine
which patient groups benefit most from
newdrugs, evenwhen regulators specify
this as a condition of conditional (early)
approval – figures from the FDA show a
compliance rate of less than 10%.

The industry attributes this largely to
the difficulty in recruiting patients to
trials of a drug that has already been
approved.

Nortonmight add, however, that it is
perfectlyunderstandable thatdrugscom-
paniesmaynotwant to sink resources into
lengthy andcostly studies that couldwell
end up diminishing the market for their

drug.Developingeffective treatments for
cancer is apublic responsibility, and those
in charge of our public health cannot
expect to get something for nothing. If
they want a say in how drugs are devel-
oped, theywill have to pull their weight.

However, the industry also has a
responsibility to make this partnership
work. AstraZeneca’s head of oncology,
BrentVose, accepts that companieshave
to change theway theywork, and sayshe
is sympathetic to criticisms of ‘non-infe-
riority trials’ (trials that seek only to
demonstrate that a newdrug is noworse
than something already on themarket).

Hebelieves that patient stratification
is very importanthere–breaking the trial
population into groups to identify differ-
ent levels of response according to, for
instance, stage of disease or the pres-
ence/absence of a particular biomarker.
“That is where this whole personalised
healthcare, linkingdiagnosticswith ther-
apeutics starts to play out.”

The key place to start doing this, he
says, is in randomisedphase II trials. “You
have to come out of phase II with a
hypothesis about the sorts of patients you
want to take on. If you had choices you
wouldobviously take thoseagents thatdid
something better or in a different group
than what already exists, because at the
end of the day it is about patient benefit
and about unmet clinical need.”

Healso accepts that companies need
to take more responsibility for demon-
strating the extent of benefit their drug
offers across its intendedpatient popula-
tion. Currently, formal assessment of
what anewdrugadds in termsof ‘quality-
adjusted life years’or similarmeasures of
‘value in use’ tends to be made after the
drughasbeen approved.Vosewould like
to seedata relevant to thiscollectedwithin
phase III of the clinical trial. “Thewhole
quality of life agenda…probablyneeds to
be played out in the trial design rather
than as a retrospective data sweep up.”

This is the point when doctors like

Nortoncould start to get answers toques-
tionsaboutwho reallybenefits fromusing
the drug. And on this specific point too,
Voseagrees that industry shoulddomore.
“When you start talking about targeted
agents, the implication is that you target
particular patients or particular stages of
disease or particular combinations. The
oncology community has to find out
where that benefit is best placed.And it
won’t be sufficient for us to spend 30
years to findouthowtouse5FU,because
that is how long it took.That comesback
to theneed for close interactionbetween
opinion leaders, investigators and com-
panies abouthowwecan find that bene-
fit as quickly as possible.”

Vosecites asonepossibleway forward
a partnership approach in which condi-
tional approval would allow the drug
restricteduse incertainpublichealthcare
settings,wheremore could be found out
about how many patients respond and
who responds best, before the drug is
allowed onto the market. “That would
take you from hundreds of patients to
thousandsasquickly aspossible,within a
semi-trial situation. That seems tome to
be a very good idea.”

Aproposal along these lineswasmade
in the US during discussions about
how to introduce the FDA’s conditional
approval procedure. The suggestion was
that drugs approved this way would ini-
tially beusedonly inMedicare andMed-
icaidhospitals.But the ideawasdropped
and, currently, that research is simplynot
being done – as is evident from the 10%
compliance rate with the post-approval
studies demanded by the FDA as a con-
dition of approval.

WHO WILL CHAMPION
DRUG DEVELOPMENT?
Norton, Rawlins and Vose come from
the worlds of practising doctor and aca-
demic, drug regulator, reimbursement
decision maker and industry. They may
not agree about everything, but there is a
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cancer, would you be willing to give up
drinking soft drinks oneday aweek?’they
would say, ‘Of course’. But we are not
doing that.”

The situation in Europe is worse.
According to a report by the European
Cancer Research Managers (ECRM)
Forum published last September,
Europe’s per capita spend on cancer
research from non-commercial organi-
sations is only one-fifth of that in theUS
(up from one seventh, reported by the
ECRM in 2005). Costs of clinical
research, meanwhile, have escalated
because of thebadly thought out clinical
trials directive.

Moreworrying, perhaps, is a trend for
public funding for cancer research in
Europe to speak primarily to the eco-
nomic policy goal of making Europe a
world leader inbiopharmaceuticals, rather
than the health policy goal of finding
treatments forEurope’s citizens. Instead
of injecting a public interest goal into
drug development, Europe’s public
moneycould insteadbedragging existing
academic research into the service of
industry.This is a key concern flaggedup
in the ECRMreport.

“EUmoney is often being partnered
with industry and there is a real danger
that if all increases inEUcancer research
funding go this way, Europe’s intrinsic
creativity would be distorted by encour-
aging subsidy-seeking behaviour and
essential areasofpublichealth relevant to
cancer, but not amenable to a business
approachwould remain orphans.”

The ECRM warns against “priority-
setting focused on predicted practical
relevance, i.e. industrial utility.”

The question is, who will champion

shared understanding that drug devel-
opment will have to change if it is to
stand a chance of delivering on the great
promise of personalised therapies. And
there is clearly both the basis and the
will for a constructive dialogue on how
public and private players can work
together to achieve that change.Yet there
is alsoa realdanger that thecurrentunsat-
isfactory situation will just be allowed to
drift, in the absence of leadership from
governmenthealthdepartments, and the
EU Directorate General for Health and
ConsumerAffairs (DGSanco).

“We are dealing with a situation now
when the funding available, compared
to theopportunities, is grossly out of pro-
portion,” saysNorton.Speaking to the sit-
uation in the US, where funding for
cancer research has remained static for
the last few years, he reels off figures to
illustrate how little priority is given to
finding ways to cure cancer. “The NCI
funding, which is the entire funding for
cancer research coming out of the US
government, is a little above$4.5bn.The
total pharma investment for all diseases is
about $50 bn, of which about 10% is
cancer.USphilanthropy is about another
billion to billion and a half. Being gener-
ous,we are talking about $11.5 bn for all
of cancer research for all cancers.

“In the same year, the American
tobacco industry spent$16.1bnonadver-
tisingandAmericans spent$68bnonsoft
drinks. IfAmericansdidn’t drink any soft
drinks every Tuesday, and instead put
thatmoney in apool for cancer research,
we would be doubling the entire US
budget for cancer research. If you go to
anyAmerican and say: ‘If I can dramati-
cally accelerate thepreventionandcureof

prioritisingapolicyaimedat findingeffec-
tive therapies foradisease thatwill kill one
in every three European citizens? Who
will argue thecase forpublicmoney tobe
spent funding the sort of truly innovative
approaches that couldmakea real differ-
ence in cancer treatment?Whowill fight
for the clinical research that may not
deliver immediate economic growth and
profit, but will give doctors the answers
they need to treat the right patients with
the right combinationsof therapies–and
will ultimately savevast sums that arecur-
rently wasted on treating patients with
inappropriate therapies? Who will have
the courage to initiate a review of the
regulatory systemthat looksnotonlyat the
benefit of safety, but also at the obstacles
the added costs pose to developing ther-
apies for smaller groups of patients?

Norton tells an anecdote told himby
anhistorian. “It’s like the ancientRoman
armourers saying to the ancient Roman
senators: we know the Visigoths have
burntdown thecity andare about ablock
away from the palace, but how are you
going to incentivise us tomake swords?”

“The incentive,” saysNorton, “is that
a thirdor ahalf of us are going todie from
cancer.Butwearenotacting thatway.We
are acting as if this is aminor component
of what we are doing.”

1. The figure of $800 million to get one new drug to
market is based on estimates developed by DiMasi et al.
(2003) of the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug
Development and a study conducted in 2001 by the
Boston Consulting Group. Though the data behind these
estimates are unverifiable, the figure is nonetheless widely
used. The biggest criticism centres on the use of
‘capitalised’ costs, which include an estimate of what the
money could have earned had it been invested elsewhere.
It is, however, the capitalised cost that a company will
consider when deciding whether or not to invest,
particularly where the money is likely to be tied up for a
very long time.

“A third or a half of us are going to die from cancer,

but we are not acting that way”

GrandRound
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